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Session Outline

• Research context

• Methods

• Digital Pedagogies employed

• Selected Findings 

• Questions raised



Research Task: Focus group

• In what ways does the curriculum support the learning of all students?

• What barriers do students encounter when learning within the curriculum?

• How might these barriers be minimised?

• How might the curriculum be delivered to support the learning of all students?



Approach

• A dialogic, inclusive approach - students central to the exploration process. 

‘Education must begin with the solution of the teacher-student contradiction, by reconciling the 
poles of the contradiction so that both are simultaneously teachers and students’ (Friere, 1970).

• Reciprocity: Sharing vulnerabilities and difficulties with managing social relations 
post-covid. 

• Framework using visual materials and methods.

 - facilitated students’ communication of difficult to discuss topics, 
 - prompted thinking and reflection through visualisation



Learning Space

Set up for a conversation about 
inclusive curricula

Collage tools and printed materials.

Waiting for the students.



Collage Making

Students respond to research 
questions by browsing, 
selecting, thinking, reflecting, 
chatting.

Exploratory questions

How you learn?

What you learned?
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Discussion flows with tea, coffee and 
biscuits.

Visuals and text create relationships 
between student experience and 
knowledge of the course.

Students are prepared to discuss



Creative Outputs - collages

• Note the image in the centre, is a 
representation of an individual student. 

• The words ‘trapped in confusion’ were 
explained in terms of the student not fitting 
in with the course. 

• Lectures and learning online are placed on 
the edge of the circle displaying 
disconnection for the student. 



• Shows a lot of detail of 
specific assessment tasks 
and learning environments. 

• Note learning online, for 
this student has a stronger 
connection illustrating less 
of a barrier to learning. 

• On the edge of the circle 
are ‘expressing myself and 
talking in front of people 
presenting my work’.

• This student chose not to 
join in with the discussion, 
but obviously had a lot to 
contribute.



Digital pedagogies

Lectures replaced by fora

(thematic discussions of 
short online 30 min lectures, 
films, radio broadcasts etc.)

followed by small group 
seminars to develop 
discussions and end-of-day 
reassembly 

+

Miro boards for continuing 
contributions and reflections

Assignment:

Visual research journal 

+ 

Essay (1,500 words)



Selected Findings – needs work
• In general, a number of barriers to learning were highlighted. Most of the students’ contributions 

related to student identity – their relational identities as students and in relation to the course. Covid 
19 played a large part in this and is still having an impact.

• They described feelings of anxiety around certain physical learning spaces. In particular, the lecture 
theatre was highlighted as a challenging learning space.  One student explained that they did not like 
going to the front of the lecture theatre because she was anxious around her peers.

• Negative effects of split studios, which hampered social interaction

• Despite extensive efforts to build online community, some ‘didn’t feel like a student’ in these digital 
spaces. 

 
• Some students reported digital poverty, a lack of suitable work space at home, and caring 

responsibilities as contributing to difficulties. 



Questions

• What are the affordances of online spaces for building social connections and reducing social 
anxieties for learners?

• What are the differences in being together online and in person, and what do these mean for 
learning?

• How have others experienced, navigated or researched these tensions?
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